Introduced a new calculation method (K-method) for cognitive maps. K -method consists of two consecutive steps. In the first stage, allocated subgraph composed of all paths from one selected node (concept) to another node (concept) from the cognitive map (directed weighted graph) . In the second stage, after the transition to an undirected graph (symmetrization adjacency matrix) the influence of one node to another calculated with Kirchhoff method. In the proposed method, there is no problem inherent in the impulse method. In addition to "pair" influence of one node to another, the average characteristics are introduced, allowing to calculate the impact of the selected node to all other nodes and the influence of all on the one selected. For impulse method similar to the average characteristics in the case where the pulse method "works" are introduced and compared with the K-method
INTRODUCTION
One of the directions in modeling of complicated network structures is the creation of cognitive maps, their description and analysis [1] . A cognitive map is an orientated graph to the edges of which weights may be collated. As any graph a cognitive map is defined by adjacency matrix, the elements of which correspond to the weights of the edges between the vertices. Some concepts correspond to the vertices of a cognitive map and cause-effect (casual) relations between concepts correspond to the edges (relations). The weight of the cognitive map edge has a positive value if the increasing of the weight of the concept-cause leads to the increasing of the weight of the concept. The negative weight of the edge means that the increasing of the weight of the conceptcause leads to the decreasing of the weight of the concept-effect. Thus, a cognitive map is an digraph to each concept of which the weight is assigned and some concept corresponds to each concept.
Fundamental models of cognitive maps are sign digraphs, weight digraphs and so-called fuzzy cognitive maps. The peculiarity of cognitive maps, being investigated now, is their weak structuralization which is so characteristic to social, economic, organizing, political and many other networks. In this paper weight digraphs are regarded as cognitive maps, and sign digraphs are interpreted as weight ones with weight value ±1.
Thus, a cognitive map is the digraph to each relation of which weight is assigned and concept of a cognitive map corresponds to each concept
In the first point the most frequently utilized method of quantitative description of cognitive maps -impulse method and the principal drawbacks so characteristic to it are very briefly considered. In the second point a new method of quantitative description of cognitive maps is described, we call it K-method for short. In point 3 some examples of calculations of cognitive maps with the help of K-method are given. In point 4 two characteristics of the obtained K-matrix, analogs of characteristics in HITS -algorithm proposed in [2] , which are called "pressure" and "consequence" have been introduced and analyzed. In point 5 the cognitive maps in which the series of adjacency matrix diverge have been considered as a result this map cannot be investigated in the frames of impulse method. In the supplement for method characteristics which are analogous to the introduced for K-method "pressure" and "consequence" have been represented. The comparison of these characteristics has been made in case when the calculation of cognitive map in pulse method is possible.
THE IMPULSE METHOD
According to the most frequently utilized method of quantitative description of cognitive mapsthe impulse method, to each concept -some primordial value (initial) is assigned. The problem is to define the final value of concept ( → ∞), or in some cases the rate of change in time.
For definition ( ) it is necessary to set the law of value change of the concept depending on its initial value, values of related neighboring to it concepts, weights of relations.
The basic procedure of cognitive mapping analysis is iterational method, described in [1] in detail. According to this method the values of each concept ( ) at the moment of discrete time ( = 1,2 … ) is defined by the following rule
where ( ) -vector-column of net concepts of cognitive map -adjacency matrix of digraph of relations with weight, and
At the initial moment of time it is considered set (0) and ( . ) and
so that the equation for definition ( ) has the form [1] ( ) = ( . ) + � (0).
=0 (4)
In the case when matrix series in (4) converges, ( → ∞) may be expressed through the matrix opposite to − , where -unit matrix
further, there where it will not cause misunderstanding, we shall mark (∞) as . While investigating of cognitive maps, initial values ( . ) on digraph concepts and pulse values (0)at zero moment of time are set.
Investigation of cognitive maps according to (3) and (4), and when the series in (4) converges so and (5) is widely used in various situations [1, 3, 4] .It is necessary to note that in that approach to the cognitive mapping analysis there are a number of problems and contradictions, in some cases they do not allow to solve the problem of investigating of cognitive map. Let us enumerate some of them:
1. Diverging ( ) with → ∞, in ∞ step, when series in (4) diverge.
2. The result of calculation -( ) depends according to (4) on the initial values (0). 3. Initial value ( . ) does not at all affect the dependence ( ) from (comes into the expression for ( ) ). 4. Increasing of elements of matrix in the same value, not only changes the value component of vector ( ), but changes their rank distribution.
Thus, if series in (4) does not converge (that graph is called unstable),so there is no possibility to find (∞) and is left only to follow the changing ( ) with the increasing ,moreover, the numerical value of the vector components ( ), as a rule, quickly reach the values, going out of rational limits. There exist methods of stabilization of unstable graphs. Adjacency matrix may be standardized [3] , introduce or delete graph relations [2] .The result of all these methods is that the adjacency matrix of the cognitive map is substituted for another one. Beforehand it is not clear how the results obtained for the changed matrix correlate with the initial problem.
F. Roberts in [3] gave an obvious example for the simplest cognitive map which consisted of two concepts and two relations for two variants from weights which show the profundity of the problem. In the first variant the weights were equal to 2 and −2,but in the second -1 2 ⁄ and − 1 2 ⁄ .In the first variant series in (4) converges already with = 10,in the second -diverges, reaching with the unit initial vector (0), the values of order 10 30 already for the hundredth step according to the time ( = 100).In addition, with the increasing of , values 1 ( ) and 2 ( ) ,where the components of vector ( ) chaotically change from positive values to negative ones. It is quite clear that the considered variants differ one from the other only" by the choice of concepts of measure" and it must not affect the final result.
That is, at least, in some cases pulsed method [1, 3] has got principal drawbacks. In connection with this the urgent task is to work out new methods of investigation of cognitive maps. In this paper we propose -method in which there is no problem of series converging.
К -METHOD FOR COGNITIVE MAPPING
For clarity let us explain -method with the example of the cognitive map given in [1, 3] complete cognitive map graph -, let us mark the adjacency matrix of this subgraph and subgraph itself ( → ) - fig. 1b . Stage 2.The stage of calculation of the directed influence of concepts on each other. Stage 2 consists of a number of steps. In the first step subgraph ( → ) symmetrizes and so symmetrized graph is marked as ( → ).All its relations become non-directed. So, for example, if in ( → ) elements ≠ 0, а = 0, thus in symmetrized ( → ) both elements are not equal to zero ≠ 0,and = 0 and = = . Adjacency matrix ( → )sets non-directed weight graph which further will be represented as net in which current of some preserved quantity, for example, electrical flows. With this analogy weights on relations are interpreted as electromotive force (emf), relations as resistances and quantities on concepts -as electrical potentials -- fig. 1с .
At the second step calculation for all concepts is done according to Kirchhoff rules [ ]. Since potentials are calculated with the accuracy to arbitrary constant, only their difference has got sense. For definiteness it is easy to set it on one of the concepts equal to zero. For subgraph ( → ) potential will be counted off from concepts , that is = 0 will be accepted. Equation for the calculation of potentials for all the rest concepts of net ( → ), according to Kirchhoff rules [5] , that can be written in form
Here ( → ) -incident matrix for subgraph ( → ). This matrix is composed in the following way. Number is conferred to each relation and concept. The number of matrix row ( → ) corresponds to the number of relation, and the number of column -the number of concept. Element ( , ) matrix ( → ) -equals +1, if the relation with number goes out from concept and −1 -if comes into it. If relation is not connected with concept ,then = 0.In addition, since it is accepted = 0, the column of matrix ( → ) is deleted. Matrixsquare matrix of resistances of dimension × , where -the number of relations, moreover, each element of the given matrixis defined as
where -resistance of that relation and, -Kronecker symbol. In this paper all relations are accepted with resistances equal one and so ≡ . In this case ( → ) ( → ) = ( → ) ( → ), and (6) gets the following form
Vector -vector column consisting of elements, where -the number of relations and its element is defined as
where -emf on the relation with number . Selecting from initial cognitive map subgraph ( → ) and corresponding to it subgraph ( → ) we take into account that we are studying the influence of initial concept on concept , and that with the given (electrical) analogy means the difference of values ( → ) − ( → ) and since accepted that ( → ) = 0, value ( → ). That is from the whole vector ( → ),which is set by solving equation (6) 
For further analysis only one component ( → ) is left. With the same fixed , giving different values (and after all calculations) we find a new vector ( → ), = 1,2, … , , ≠ . It is necessary to note that if the components of vector ( → ) are related to the same graph set by matrix
The set of all components of all vectors ( → ) may be written down in the form of matrix, we may call it -matrix. To calculate element of matrix , we choose two concepts → in cognitive map, select subgraph ( → ) of all possible relations out of concepts in concept , graph ( → ), transform in graph ( → ), attribute zero potential to concept and according to (10) calculate the potential of concept , the value of which is element .That is, to each element of matrix subgraph of cognitive map corresponds.
SOME SIMPLE EXAMPLES
To explain how -method works let us compare it with impulse -method and consider two simple cognitive maps. The first map marked - fig. 2a consists of two concepts and one relation and the second one marked -consists of two concepts and two relations - fig. 2b . In cognitive map weight of relation setting the influence of concept 1 on concept 2 equals 12 , concept 2 on concept 1 does not affect -21 = 0. In cognitive map weight of relation setting influence of concept 1 on concept 2 equals 12 , and concept 2 on concept 1 -21 .
The calculation of matrix for cognitive map is simple, in this matrix 2 × 2 all elements equal zero, except one element 12 = 12 .
In the case with cognitive map calculation is also simple. For calculating of influence of concept 1 on concept 2 from graph - fig. 2b -I it is necessary to select subgraph fig. 2b-II , from where at once follows 12 = 12 . Similarly for calculating of influence of concept 2 on concept 1 - fig. 2b -III 21 = 21 .
In [3] cognitive map ( fig. 2b ) has been considered with the help of iterational method for a number of cases. In the first case we have selected 12 = 21 = 1 2
⁄ , that if we accept ( . ) = 0 and (0) = , it gives 1 = 2 = 2. In -method with 12 = 21 = 1 2 ⁄ influence of concept 1 on 2 and 2 on 1 equal 12 = 21 = 1 2 ⁄ .The second case which was considered in [3] differed from the first one only that both values 12 and 21 multiplied by 4 12 = 21 = 2. That calculation shows that the influence of concepts on each other is multiplied by the same times -1 = 2 = 8, 12 = 21 = 2. That is, both methods -impulse method and -method quantitatively coordinate with one another.
The following two cases considered in [3] are connected with the situation when weights have different signs, for example, 12 = − 1 2 ⁄ и 21 = 1 2 ⁄ . In this case К -method gives Note that in pulsed method ratio 1 ( ) 2 ( ) ⁄ remains final when increases and is a periodical function with period = 2, accepting consecutively values 3, − 1 3 ⁄ , 3, … .
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF COGNITIVE MAPS OBTAINED WITH -METHOD
Here we will show as an example some cognitive maps, which of their characteristics may be introduced and calculated with -method and compare these characteristics with the data obtained with impulse -method.
Consider the cognitive map proposed by F. Roberts 
This ranked series of elements coordinates with qualitative considerations. Really, according to (12) maximum influence 87 exercises concept "mean delay" (concept 8) on concept "incidents" (concept 7). That is, the more the density of population the more wastes. And maximum negative influence ( 82 ) concept "mean delay" (concept 8) -concept "fuel economy" (concept 2). It is necessary to note that for the concepts connected directly with each other, for example (8 → 6), value 86 = 1.39 does not coincide with the weight of relation 86 = 3. Of course, it means that in 86 not only direct influence 86 = 3, comes but and mediate one, for example 81 ,and then 16 and so on. Thus, according to (11) -method allows to calculate the influence of one concept (concept ) on another one (concept ) with the account of all mediate influences through each other. We may call that kind of characteristic of cognitive map "pair interaction".
Besides that "pair interaction" on the base of -matrix we may introduce and calculate socalled "collective interaction". Here we will introduce two characteristics which we will call pressure -and consequence -, see fig. 3 . It is necessary to note that the arrows on the relations in diagrams, fig. 3 do not mean relations in cognitive map but they mean the existence of corresponding matrix component. Components of vectors and are connected with -matrix components in the following way
Since in these cognitive maps we do not take into consideration the influence of the concept on itself items с = are not in sums (13).
According to its definition -(13) pressure describes the total influence of all other concepts on concept .And consequence is the sum of influences of concept on all other concepts. Besides definition (13) we may introduce amplitude pressure and consequence , for calculating of which sums in (13) are taken in absolute values
That is, for calculating, for example, the sign of concept influence on concept is not important, we take into consideration only its value.
Calculation of pressures , ,and consequences , for cognitive map represented in fig.1 are given in Table 1 . Maximum value , and has the sixth concept "volume of waste in atmosphere' " 6 = 8.9. This means that all concepts in sum influence the volume of wastes in atmosphere much more, increasing this volume. Minimum value both for and for occupies the same second concept -"cost of journey" 2 = −2.6.This means that all other components in the system influence the cost of journey much more negatively, increasing it. The cost of journey "suffers" much more from the influence of other concepts. For characteristic which is called consequence -, according to Table 1 ranked distribution gives the next. Maximum value for , and occupies the third concept -"fuel economy", it also coincides with qualitative considerations.
Note that in impulse method we may introduce a characteristic to some extent analogous to pressure and consequence .In Appendix A the calculation of matrix and , , ,and is given and their comparison with , , ,and is given. In Appendix A the calculation of -matrix and all above introduced characteristics for cognitive maps from [1] and from paper [4] is given. Comparison of some characteristics from these characteristics with the characteristics, obtained with pulsed method, is given.
COGNITIVE MAPS WITH DIVERGING SERIES
Here we will consider one more example of -method usage in the research of cognitive maps. Have a look at a cognitive map Cognitive map concerning some public health issues [4] - fig. 3 .In an initial variant this cognitive map was with a sign -positive or negative sign was given to each relation fig 3a, a b 
-matrix of the cognitive map with adjacency matrix has the form 
According to (16) the first maximum elements of matrix are 25 = 26 = 42 = 45 = 3, and minimum elements are -51 = −1.667, 61 = −1, 57 = −0.8. This means that maximum influence has concept "Migration into city" on concept "Sanitation facilities".
Rank distributions of and are given in table 2. It follows from the table that "Sanitation facilities" and "Number of diseases per 1000 residents" are the most vulnerable concepts and -"Migration into city" and "Garbage per area" are the most influential ones.
Comparison with impulse -method for cognitive map with adjacency matrix (15) is impossible, since maximum own value 1.194 > 1 and series (4) with → ∞ diverges. The simplest way to correct the situation is to standardize , so that the series will converge. For example, if instead we introduce = 1.2 ⁄ , then for standardized adjacency matrix series (4) will converge. For the investigation of cognitive map with that adjacency matrix impulse method may be used. Note that rank distribution , , ,and , obtained with -method for cognitive map with adjacency matrix and with matrix = 1.2 ⁄ do not differ. As you see from Table 2 for some concepts we notice a good correspondence, for example, according to rank the first two concepts and coincide. But considerable distinctions also exist.
It is necessary to understand that from "the point of pulsed method view" standardization of adjacency matrix changes "the essence" of cognitive map. So if other standardization is used, for example, let us take = 12 ⁄ , rank distribution of characteristics obtained with pulsed method changes, see Таble 3. As we see from Таble 3 rank distribution for and is considerably different, as distinct from -method. In the same paper [4] , in which the cognitive map represented in fig. 3 was given, the cognitive map with the same concepts but other weights is given, see. fig 
In spite of the fact that the structure of cognitive map graphs represented in fig. 3a and fig . 3b is the same, weights of relations are different and cognitive maps themselves and their characteristics must not coincide. According to (18) first maximal elements to -matrix -, и Rank distributions , , , and and their comparison with с , , , and , obtained with pulsed method is given in Note that with normalization � on different constants rank distributions of characteristics, obtained with pulsed method, will change.
DISCUSSION
Proposed in the paper К-method allows to define in cognitive map the influence of one concept on another ("pair" interaction). Note that in pulsed method that characteristic is absent. The definition of that "pair" influence, calculating of К-matrix is possible for any values of influence quantities (for any adjacency matrix of cognitive map).
Obtained matrix does not depend upon the choice of "influence concepts". Increasing of all influence quantities (adjacency matrix component) leads to the same increasing of К-matrix components. This, specifically, means that ranked series of К-matrix component values remains the same. And what's more, relations of one К-matrix components to other remain the same. Note that it is not so in pulsed method.
Learning of К-matrix components enables also to introduce and to calculate "collective" influences. For example, such a characteristic as "pressure" -ψ, which characterizes total influence of all concepts on the given. One more introduced "collective" characteristic is "consequence" -ν, the influence of the given concept on all the rest.
